Three-dimensional segmentation of anatomical structures in MR images on large data bases.
In this paper an image-based method founded on mathematical morphology is presented in order to facilitate the segmentation of cerebral structures over large data bases of 3D magnetic resonance images (MRIs). The segmentation is described as an immersion simulation, applied to the modified gradient image, modeled by a generated 3D-region adjacency graph (RAG). The segmentation relies on two main processes: homotopy modification and contour decision. The first one is achieved by a marker extraction stage where homogeneous 3D-regions are identified. This stage uses contrasted regions from morphological reconstruction and labeled flat regions constrained by the RAG. Then, the decision stage intends to precisely locate the contours of regions detected by the marker extraction. This decision is performed by a 3D extension of the watershed transform. The method has been applied on a data base of 3D brain MRIs composed of fifty patients. Results are illustrated by segmenting the ventricles, corpus callosum, cerebellum, hippocampus, pons, medulla and midbrain on our data base and the approach is validated on two phantom 3D MRIs.